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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Parks Advisory Commission

FROM:

David Barrett

DATE:

September 16, 2010

RE:

Ann Arbor Baseball and Softball Fields – Summer 2010

For the past number of weeks I’ve walked the baseball and softball fields of Ann Arbor.
Most everyone. I had no idea we had so many. Some are City fields; some are Ann
Arbor Public School fields. Some are in neighborhoods, while others are part of larger
complexes like Veterans or Southeast.
With a few exceptions, most are in need of help.
From the general to the specific, the larger canvas of their state is that many fields
appear to be worn down and dog eared. Some simply need some work around the
edges; others need fundamental renovation. Some fields need dirt and a refashioning
of the drainage from the fields so that every rainstorm does not stop play for days;
others need new backstops. Some need the outfields to be fertilized so the grass in the
outfield grows evenly versus in clumps; others simply need more frequent mowing.
Some need decent rubbers on the mound so the pitchers have something decent to
push off of when they throw the ball; others have infields that are so hard that sliding
would be inadvisable if not dangerous.
The interrelationship between the City, the Ann Arbor Public Schools, and Rec & Ed is a
complex tapestry that was woven together organically over the years when monies were
more plentiful - but as the budgetary stresses touched all of these organizations, there
was a need to clarify the exact maintenance responsibilities of each. Recently, these
responsibilities have been formalized in an agreement between all parties. Whether this
has helped or hindered the maintenance of the existing fields remains to be seen. That
said, this on-going dialogue should aid in figuring out how to best use limited resources.
There is a somewhat fluid formula that has the City of Ann Arbor caring primarily for its
fields while providing some services for the maintenance of school facilities. Rec & Ed
uses both (school & city) for its baseball & softball programs.
The City of Ann Arbor once had a designated person & crew whose primary
responsibility was the care & feeding of city ball fields. Given the new budget realities,
this is no longer the case. The crews now have multivaried responsibilities of which
these fields are only one. The impact of this cannot be underestimated.
One of the more heartening aspects of this inventory walk of the fields has been my
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conversations with City workers who genuinely care about the state of the fields.
Without exception, they have expressed a pride in their work and the desire to have the
fields regain their luster. In short - they care. Like me, they have played (or toured) the
fields in other surrounding communities like Saline or Dexter or Chelsea and can see
the growing differences in the quality of the maintenance. In fairness to Ann Arbor,
these other communities have a more centralized set of ball fields which allow them a
more efficient use of resources. But this does not lessen the problem nor completely
explain their current condition.
I’ve had continuing conversations with both Matt Warba and Colin Smith as to my
observations. Both have been extremely helpful and share my concerns for the overall
health of the fields which bodes well for beginning to address the challenges in
remedying their state of disrepair.
Given that the passage of the most recent parks millage was clearly a mandate for the
care & maintenance of the parks infrastructure - this dovetails nicely into that mandate.
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